Colorado College parents and families play critical roles in empowering students with opportunities for learning and growth.

The Parents Fund was created to bridge the gap between what tuition covers and the remaining cost of educating a CC student. This gap currently is approximately 30 percent. For generations, Colorado College parents and family members have given unrestricted funds that supplement the cost of a CC education and reinforce every part of the CC experience.

The Parents Fund provides support for the college’s annual operating budget, which helps maintain what makes the CC experience exceptional and accessible. Financial aid, faculty and academic programming, athletics, career placement, independent research, outdoor education programs, global study, and the college campus are supported by the Parents Fund. **Gifts to the Parents Fund have a direct impact because they go to work right away, in the year that they are given.**

With its unique Block Plan, dedicated faculty, Rocky Mountain location, and endless opportunities for growth outside the classroom, Colorado College equips students to reach new heights.